THEM
THE BEGINNING. (Appears on the screen)
ZOOM IN.
A UNIVERSITY-DAY
INT.THE LECTURE HALL-DAY
A pen writes QE=XC2 = 2345 UNIT PER SECONDS on a paper
and stop. RUCKUS, handsome, with simple clothing and have
an intellectual look, hold the exam paper sheets and stands
up and give it to THE LECTURER. Other students look at
him. The clock on the wall shows 9:15 a.m. The blackboard
states EXAM HOURS 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
LECTURER
That’s a quick one
THE LECTURER takes the sheets, look at it and smile.
RUCKUS
Yeah.
RUCKUS moves to the exit.
EXT. UNIVERSITY-DAY
RUCKUS gets on to his bicycle and cycle away.

A bird view of the University shows RUCKUS walks through
the streets and buildings. RUCKUS reaches his five stories
apartment.
INT.RUCKUS COLLEGE APARTMENT-DAY
RUCKUS walks in, throws his bag on the couch. RUCKUS
opens the freezer, takes out a soda and opens the bottle
cap. He sits on the couch and sips his soda. He turns on the
television and falls to sleep.
THE CLOCK shows 11:15 a.m.
JERRY came in. JERRY MATTHEW, nearly obese and a cynical
type.
JERRY
You’ve done it just in 15 minutes.
It took me hours.
RUCKUS opens his eyes and looks at JERRY with his eye lid
half opens.
RUCKUS
It’s easy.
JERRY
That’s the most difficult Physics Paper this semester. You
are amazing.

With a grim face RUCKUS takes his soda and walks to the
window.
RUCKUS
That is the problem with me. I am too good. I just want to
do something different.
JERRY
Like what?
RUCKUS
I don’t know. This world is just the same to me. I wish I
could go to another dimension and do something.
JERRY Laugh. He takes out a bottle of soda from the freezer
and sips it.
JERRY
Well, that’s a good one. A really first class joke from a
brilliant guy like you. You know what? I think what’s your
real problem is that you did not make use of your genius.
You don’t use th as an opportunity to grab what is around
you. You know what I am going to say here?
RUCKUS shakes his head.
JERRY
Your social life! Girls! Women! That’s what I mean. You just
have to open up. You just cannot stay in your room every
time you finish your classes. You have to go out there and

meetsomebody. And your trademark is you are the most
brilliant guy in our faculty. Did you know that Meg Nelson,
the prettiest girl in our class, had eye on you? And Joy
Smith, the millionaire’s daughter that approached you that
day, remember? They all want you because you’re the
smartest, the one that have the brain. Use it, Man! “
RUCKUS
Well, thanks a lot for the advice. I’m really looking forward
“into” it.
RUCKUS walks away into his room.
THE CONTACT (Appears on the screen)
EXT.UNIVERSITY PARK-DAY
RUCKUS walks in the park. He stops and sits on the long
chair. Beside him is a man throwing birds’ food to the pond.
The man looks unorganized, with an unattended hair, tall
and has a pale look.
RUCKUS
Do this often?
The man stops throwing. He turns his face to RUCKUS with
a surprise look
PROFESSOR
Yeah.
RUCKUS

How does it feel?
PROFESSOR
Satisfying. Here, try it.
The man gives some seeds to RUCKUS. RUCKUS throws it
into the pond.
RUCKUS
Wow !, This is good. Nice!
PROFESSOR
Now, you get it! What are you major in?
RUCKUS
Quantum Physics.
PROFESSOR
How was it?
RUCKUS
Same old repeating theories.
PROFESSOR
Well, it may save our lives. All right, I have to go now. I have
a class at 5 pm.

RUCKUS
What about this ducks food?
PROFESSOR
Finish it. I bet you will come again and will do the same
thing. By the way my name is Samuel Matheson. What’s
yours?
RUCKUS
Ruckus Howling.
PROFESSOR
Nice to meet you Ruckus. O.K. Bye!
THE PROFESSOR walks away. RUCKUS watches him and
starts to throw the seeds again.
RUCKUS
What’s does he meant by Quantum Physics can save our
lives?
THE DISCOVERY (Appears on the screen)
EXT.DOWNTOWN. GROCERY STORE- DAY
While paying the cashier, RUCKUS spots the man that he
met in the park walking across the streets. The man goes
into the Spiritual Center.

INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-DAY
HEMEN WELCH: THE PREACHER, tall and old with spectacle
is reading a book. He moves his head up when RUCKUS
approaches him.
PREACHER
Can I help you my son?
RUCKUS
I am looking for a man who just walks in herea few minutes
ago.
PREACHER
I saw no one.
RUCKUS
But I saw him coming in just now. A man who is six feet tall
and he wears a brown coat.
PREACHER
I’m sorry. I sat on this stage all afternoon. If anybody comes
in, I’m the first one who would see him. You can look around
if you want to. This Center is open to anyone, my son.
RUCKUS
Well, I think that’s okay.

PREACHER
Are you in trouble my son? This Center can definitely help
you. We give counseling and advice services especially for
young man like you who may have some problem. You know
this time of age.
RUCKUS
No, no. I have no problem. I’m alright.
PREACHER
Are you sure you don’t have any problem? We can talk.
RUCKUS
Yes, it’s true. No problem. I’m o.k. Sorry if I’ve disturbed you.
Ruckus goes out to the exit.
EXT.RESTAURANT-DAY
RUCKUS sits on the chair with a cup of coffee on his table.
He watches the main entrance of the Spiritual Center from
the window. The PROFESSOR came out from the Spiritual
Center. He looks left and right to check whether he is being
followed or not.
INT.UNIVERSITY LIBRARY – DAY
Ruckus checks the man name in the library card. One card
read Samuel Matheson, Professor. Senior Lecturer in the
Faculty of Physics. The Topic: – The existence of the Second
Dimension.

Ruckus read through the Professor article. The article
mentioned about the door of the second dimension that can
be entered.
RUCKUS
This is it. This is the thing that I want to know.
RUCKUS takes the articles, hide it in his jacket and take the
exit out from the library.
INT-RUCKUS APARTMENT-DAY
RUCKUS sits on the couch and reads the pages of the article
one by one. JERRY walks in with a soda on his hands. He
sips the drinks.
JERRY
What is all about?
RUCKUS
Traveling into the other dimension.
JERRY moves and sits beside RUCKUS and pulls his head to
watch the pages.
JERRY
Is this real?
RUCKUS

If it is not real why he wrote it.
JERRY
Who’s the writer?
RUCKUS
PROFESSOR SAMUEL MATHESSON.
JERRY
SAMUEL MATTHESON? That maniac?
RUCKUS
You know him?
JERRY.
Everybody in the faculty knows him for his weird theories.
He wants everybody to believe in his stupid theories
especially in this other dimension thing and he will be
teaching us nextsemester. Oh Man!
RUCKUS
But he is alright. I met him yesterday in the park. We talked.
JERRY
Well, it doesn’t mean when you meet a person that behaves
well at first will be like that all the time. People said that he
become like that since the death of his wife.

RUCKUS
The wife died.?
JERRY.
Yeah, in a freak accident. He could not take it and that is
why he becomes crazy and creates these fake theories.
RUCKUS
Well, I don’t think he is crazy as his theories.
JERRY
You are saying that because you want it to be. I know you
want to be in the other dimension. That is why you will say
good thing of this man and his theories. Come on RUCKUS!
Don’t be so blind in achieving something that is not real for
sake of boringness!
RUCKUS stares at JERRY.
JERRY
O.k., O.k. I’m saying this as a friend. You need to change your
mind a little bit. I know your are the smartest in the class
but smart people need to have a social life too. If you put
yourselves in a nutshell,you will start to think and act
different.The proof is now. Look at you. You have start it.
The other dimension. Ninety percent people in this world
didn’t believe it and only THE PROFFESOR and you believe it.
Come on man! Be logic!
RUCKUS

Well, I’ll still want to see the man.
JERRY
O.k. But don’t tell me later that I didn’t warned you. You just
sit there and read thearticle while I will go out and have fun
with Darlene.
RUCKUS
Darlene? I thought last week was Angelina.
JERRY
That was last week. This week is a different gal.
RUCKUS
You better be careful with those girls.
JERRY
RUCKUS, please don’t advise me on my sex life.
You don’t even have one!
JERRY takes his jacket and makes the exit.
EXT.UNIVERSITY-DAY
RUCKUS stands on the parking lot with his bicycle. THE
PROFESSOR came out from the faculty building and heads
toward the town. RUCKUS got into his bicycle and cycle very
fast toward The Spiritual Center from a different direction.

INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-DAY
RUCKUS goes in the exit. He hid behind one of the walls.
The Center is a classic building. It have tall windows with
tinted glasses surrounded every wall. The ray of sun from
outside came through the windows is the only source that
brighten the place. It had hundred seats in the middle of the
hall, black in color. A stage with a rostrum, a table and a
chair for THE PREACHER to sit. Behind the stage lies a few
red curtail hurling from the top to the floor.
THE PROFESSOR came in from the entrance. THE PREACHER
meets him.
PROFESSOR
How’s thing today?
PREACHER
All right.
PROFESSOR
What a about the kid? Did he came again to find me?
PREACHER
I don’t think so. I think that day is the last he came.
PROFESSOR
I hope so.

THE PROFESSOR goes into a small door behind a long red
curtain beside the stage. THE PREACHER leaves the hall.
RUCKUS opens the door. Nobody’s around. The room has
two doors side by side. At the center of the room stand two
poles facing 5 feet each other. THE PROFESSOR came in
from one of the door. Ruckus hid behind a closet. THE
PROFESSOR holds a book and turn the page one by one. He
sits on the chair. He closes the book and walks into the
double pole. He disappears. RUCKUS came out from the
closet and approaches the poles. Ruckus eyed opened wide.
THE PROFESSOR comes out from the poles again.
PROFESSOR
What are you doing here?
RUCKUS
What is this?
The PROFESSOR is silent.
RUCKUS
You’ve done it. You’ve been to that dimension. Why didn’t
you prove this to them?
THE PROFESSOR takes out a gun from his closet and point
it to RUCKUS.
PROFESSOR
Whom are you working with?
RUCKUS

I’m not working with anybody.
PROFESSOR
Who send you here?
RUCKUS
Nobody send me here!
PROFESSOR
So why did you come here?
THE PROFESSOR starts to pull the trigger. RUCKUS takes
few steps backward.
RUCKUS
I swear I come in at my own will.I saw you coming here
yesterday.I asked the preacher about you and he said you
are not around. I don’t believe him and wait outside. And
then you came out. I just feel curious why he have to lie. A
Preacher don’t lie.
The PROFESSOR put his gun down and sits on the chair.
PROFESSOR
How much did you know about my work ?
RUCKUS sits face to face with THE PROFESSOR.
RUCKUS

I just read from your Journal. Maybe this place has
something to do with it it.
PROFESSOR
So, what do you think ?
RUCKUS
You have done it. I Presumed.
PROFESSOR
It’s much more than that.
RUCKUS
What do you mean?
PROFESSOR
Listen. This will be a long lecture. This is not another theory
that can be proof in a lab.
RUCKUS
Well, I am use to it.
PROFESSOR
O.K. The world that we are living now, it is call the first
dimension. The dimension that we can touch, feel and taste.
The gravity, the air . But there is second world that is called
the second dimension.

RUCKUS
Yes, it is mentioned in you journal.
PROFESSOR
Good. Another aspect that I did not write is that about a life
being in it.
RUCKUS
You mean there is a life being in that dimension?
PROFESSOR
Yes.
RUCKUS
You mean you have seen them.
PROFESSOR
Well, quite often. But I can avoid them seeing me.
RUCKUS
How?
PROFESSOR
Well, there is another world call the third dimension. There
is where I came out just now.

RUCKUS
You mean that you can see them but they can’t see you?
PROFESSOR
Yes, I can even see the people in the First dimension and
they also cannot see me. Can you absorb all this?
RUCKUS
Well, there is one only way to know and that is to go in.
PROFESSOR
What make you think that I can allowed you to do that? I
don’t think you are ready. I can shoot you just now and hide
you body inside the other dimension but I am not a
murderer. And I know your type. A curious guy, an explorer,
the always want to know type which is a group character for
a future Scientist to be. Just like me. It is such a waste to
kill you. But yet I feel it’ s a mistake for you to discover this.
RUCKUS
Why? I don’t see this is a mistake
PROFESSOR
You are not ready for it. . Nobody is ready for this. Even the
whole world.
RUCKUS

Ready for what?
THE PROFESSOR shakes his head.
PROFESSOR
For what is there from the other side. The life being.
RUCKUS
What they are doing?.
PROFESSOR
You won’t like it.
RUCKUS
Stop puzzling me. Well if you want me to believe in it. You
better bring me in.
PROFESSOR
If you really want to go, you can. But with one condition.
Whatever you see in the dimension or whatever you hear
from me is not to be discussed in any circumstances once
you reach out the door of this Center after coming back
from the third dimension. It may save your lives and mine
too.
RUCKUS
Fair enough.

I am warning you now. Once you enter this third dimension
and come back again to the real world, it’s not going to be
the same again. It will become your nightmare. Are you
willing to live with it?
RUCKUS
Sure, I have my own nightmare. Shall we go now?
The PROFESSOR and RUCKUS walk passes the poles. When
they pass the door, they came out at the same place.
RUCKUS
We are still here. We are going nowhere.
PROFESSOR
Yes, we are here again but in the Third dimension.
They walk to the Center main hall where they can see the
Preacher.
PROFESSOR
He cannot see us. We can see him. They walk to the Center
entrance door and stop.
PROFESSOR
We are about to enter out from the Quadrant. The Center is
a Quadrant. It blocks the life being or we call it Aliens to
enter the Center. When we pass this door, they will be three
Aliens waiting for us. One is for me; one is for you and one
is for THE PREACHER.

EXT.SPIRITUAL CENTRE-DAY
They pass the door. From the doorsteps, stand three Aliens.
The Alien have a green skin with no genital parts, baldheads,
curve ears and nose with a red eyes and mouth. There are
taller the humans with long hands and legs. The Aliens try
to move into the Center. The force fields block them.
RUCKUS turns his head and look at the whole area.
FROM A BIRD VIEW
The place is all covered with Aliens.
THE PROFESSOR points his finger to the Aliens.
PROFESSOR
This is mine, this is for the Preacher and that’s is yours.
They can’t see us.
We can see them. Following us wherever we go.
RUCKUS gets a closer look at his Alien.
They walk into the street and they can see every person
have an Alien accompanying them. People walking in the
street. People in the restaurant. Drivers in the cars.
PROFESSOR
They move faster than the human. Like a flash of light.
Maybe they are made from fire. You know, light move faster
than sound. In a flash, the Aliens walk from one point to
another point in a second.

RUCKUS
What they are trying to do to us?
PROFESSOR
Trying to persuade us to follow them.In such a way when we
lost hope on something. They just wait to come in. But a
long the way, they try to assist us to go the direction of
destruction by adding some negative feelings on our mind.
RUCKUS
On what?
PROFESSOR
Frustration, depressed, tension for example like losing some
one that we love.
RUCKUS
And then?
PROFESSOR
And then when you lost your faith where you don’t have
nothing or something to hold on anymore like God or
anything. He, I meant your accompanying Alien will appeared
and you can see him clearly. By that time he is yours.
RUCKUS
How did you know this?

PROFESSOR
THE PREACHER. At one point his friend told him about it but
after that it was too late. His friend committed suicide. But
one thing for sure. They can’t touch us as long as we believe
in something. Something to lean on.
RUCKUS
What did you believe in? God?
PROFESSOR
I believe in destroying them
RUCKUS sees JERRY walking to the Library with no Alien
accompanying him.
RUCKUS
Hey, that’s my roommate. Why there is no Alien with him?
PROFESSOR
Maybe his Alien has finally done it. There is something bad
will happened to him that he didn’t know that he will
discover later. By that time, the Alien will go in and finish his
job.
RUCKUS
I have to warn him.
PROFESSOR

Remember what I have told you before? You cannot talk
about this outside this dimension. The Alien will know about
us.
RUCKUS
But he his roommate, my friend.
THE PROFESSOR shakes his head, grab RUCKUS’s elbow and
push him forward.
PROFESSOR
Let’s move on. I’ll show you something That may be can
lead us to something that not only can save your friend but
the whole humanity.
THE DEPLOYMENT STATION ( Appears on the screen)
EXT.CEMETERY-DAY
THE PROFESSOR and RUCKUS walk into the cemetery. The
area is covered with hundreds of Aliens. The Alien dig out
the body from the new graves using the flash from their
hands, replace it with an artificial skeleton and mend back
the graves back to normal. Next, the human corpse is intact
with each of Aliens bodies.
RUCKUS
What is this place?
PROFESSOR
A cemetery, what else.

RUCKUS
No, what I mean is that what they are doing.
PROFESSOR
They are sending all the new dead bodies away.
RUCKUS
Where?
PROFESSOR
I still don’t know.
THE PROFESSOR and RUCKUS move toward the middle of
the cemetery.
PROFESSOR
It’s all happened during the dawn. It’s five minutes more.
When it is dawn, the Aliens form a line with the human
bodies intact. A flash of light came from the sky and sucks
them up. Another flash came down where new batches of
Aliens reach the ground. They all move out from the
cemetery and heading toward the city to search for humans.
PROFESSOR
They do it every day and they are committed with their
work.

RUCKUS
Where they going?
PROFESSOR
That’s the big question. May be they having ships upstairs.
Which I want to find out. Now, let’s go back.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTRE-NIGHT
In the First Dimension, THE PROFESSOR and RUCKUS both
sit on a chair inside the PROFESSOR room.
PROFESSOR
Well, how was the tour? Ready to face the real world?
RUCKUS
I feel just like throwing up.
THE PROFESSOR pours drinks into two cups. He takes one
cup and the other to RUCKUS. RUCKUS sips his drinks with
his hands trembling.
PROFESSOR
Ruckus. This thing is very dangerous. They are destroying
our world and we are only some few people who knew
about it. If I go to the military things will get much worst. I
would like to ask you to join me to fight them.
RUCKUS

I don’t know.
PROFESSOR
I’m not going to force you but for the meant time I don’t
think you can live with the real world anymore
RUCKUS
I want to go home.
PROFESSOR
Where? They are everywhere. I was like you where I first
saw them. I stay in this center for one week and afraid to go
out but at last I have to face the reality. I can’t go anywhere.
The only thing that I can do is to find a way to fight them
back. Just think about it.
The PROFESSOR walks with RUCKUS to the Center main
door.
PROFESSOR
Remember what I have told you before.
Don’t speak, talk and discuss about it to anyone even with
me once you enter out of this door. The only place you can
do that is in this Center only. Good Luck.
RUCKUS
Good night.

EXT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-NIGHT
RUCKUS walks out to the empty street. With a pale face, he
walks straight and look at his back. He sweats. RUCKUS
walks faster. He ran. In the Second Dimension, the Alien is
besides him. Watching him closely.
INT.RUCKUS APARTMENT -NIGHT
Jerry sits on the couch with a magazine on his hand.
RUCKUS walks in.
JERRY
Hi! RUCKUS. Where have you been? You suppose to be at
the six o’clock class.
RUCKUS stares at JERRY.
JERRY
Ooh! Yes, of course. You don’t have to be in that class.
You’re too smart for it.
RUCKUS still stares at JERRY.
JERRY
What’s wrong with you? You look like you have just seen a
ghost!
RUCKUS
I’m sorry. I just feel tired.

RUCKUS lays himself on the bed. He put his pillow on his
face. Besides him is his Alien.
THE MOTHERSHIP (Appears on the screen)
INT.ALIEN MOTHER SHIP – SPACE
The main door of the bridge opens up. SEFFEN, the chief of
the Alien enter in. He sits on the bridge-commanding chair.
SEFFEN, physically the same as other Aliens, own a red eye
and wear a necklace that shines. With him is DIOS, his
commanding officer. Short and look humble.
SEFFEN
The status?
DIOS
We are at coordinate 3476. 3052 centorions to Khell. To date
we have 20 billion human. On Planet number 766 we
manage to get one billion. Five hundred million more to be
captured.
SEFFEN hits his hand on the table.
SEFFEN
500 million? Why the delay? This Planets suppose to be
easy. I give you 10 centrons to finish it.
DIOS
Yes, Master.

SEFFEN move his head toward planet Khell that sparkle
from a far distance and breaths with relief.
THE NIGHTMARE (Appears on the screen)
INT.HOWLINGS’RESIDENCE-RUCKUS ROOM-AFTERNOONFLASHBACK
RUCKUS and his brother, RAYMOND younger by three years
standing face each other.
RUCKUS
Where’s my red ball?
RAYMOND
I don’t know
RUCKUS
You’re lying. You better bring it back to me or I’ll tell mother
about the broken vase.
RAYMOND starts to shiver with a pale face.
RAYMOND
Please don’t tell Mum.
RUCKUS
So, get it!

RAYMOND walks toward the corridor. The ball is stuck at the
edge of the garage roof. RAYMOND walks through the
window and with his hand trembling try to reach the ball.
He slips and falls to the ground.
RUCKUS hears a thud sounds. He run to the garage side
way. RUCKUS rushes toward RAYMOND body. Blood came
out from RAYMOND nose.
RUCKUS
No!
INT.RUCKUS APARTMENT -DAY
JERRY walks in.
JERRY
RUCKUS! Wake up. You’re going to be late.
RUCKUS opens his eyes from the dream. His eyes look
around his body. His snickers are still on.
JERRY
RUCKUS, you are still on the bed? RUCKUS, today is the day.
The new topic of Quantum-physics that is going to be
introduced. The project for this Semester. The one that you
have been talking about. The debate on the existence of the
other dimension? Remember?
RUCKUS
Yeah, you better go ahead first. I’ll try to be there on time

JERRY
I bet you will. Dr.Agnes had eye on you. You missed so many
classes and I‘m the one who have to give all the excuses as
a room-mate. Well, chow! and don’t forget to lock the door
as what you have missed the last time! Ruckus, you are still
on the bed?
RUCKUS
Door?
Suddenly he remembers about the portal and his
companion. His adrenalin moves. He walks toward the
bathroom mirror. In a flash in second dimension the Alien is
beside him.
ALIEN
What’s wrong with you?
THE ALIEN moves towards RUCKUS left ear and whisper.
ALIEN
Are you feeling down? I know a way to release the tension.
You have not done it quiet some time.
JERRY looks down on his manhood.
ALIEN
JERRY has some sweets horny magazines in his room. It will
assist you on your pleasure.

JERRY looks back to the mirror. JERRY talks moves into the
shower basin.
RUCKUS
No, no I’m late.
ALIEN
Well, serve yourselves. I just want to entertain you.
EXT. UNIVERSITY-DAY
RUCKUS cycles his bicycle toward his faculty. He makes a
curious look on the people around him.
INT.University Lecture Hall – Day
The left door of the block E lecture hall open slowly.
RUCKUS walks in and sits on the last row. DR.AGNES. A
woman in her late thirties, with blonde hair spots RUCKUS
coming in.
DR.AGNES
Well, finally Mr. Ruckus, you manage to be here today.
Congratulations. Where have you been? We all missed you.
Half of the classes laugh.
DR.AGNES
O.K. Class. Before I would asked which topic you should
choose, let me explain to you the consequence that you are

going to face if you choose the wrong topic. Of course I’m
referring to those who preferred the pro aspects of the
topics. It will be very difficult to prove it because no
scientific or logic explanation have been found or discovered
and this meant its is very hard to get good points. But since
this is a free country, you have the right to choose. Well
let’s not waste time. O.K. which of you don’t believe in the
existence of other dimension?
All of the student rise up their hands except RUCKUS and a
female student.
DR. AGNES
And who believe in it?
A female student raises her hand. Everybody laugh at the
female student.
DR. AGNES
Mr. Ruckus, our physics best student. You are neutral here.
You didn’t choose your topic yet.
RUCKUS
I don’t know Madam
DR.AGNES
Mr. Ruckus, You must have an answer. Or maybe you have
the proof.
RUCKUS

Well, what I mean is that we will one day there will be a
technology to prove it.
DR.AGNES
So, you mean that it exist just because you believe that one
day it will be prove?
RUCKUS is silent.
DR.AGNES
Well, then I leave it to you to think about it for the meant
time. MISS SARAH, what is your base?
SARAH
Our dream. Sometime in our dream we can do what we
cannot do in the real world. We can fly, we can do….
anything.
DR.AGNES
So, what you are saying is that dreams is one of the prove of
the other Dimension? Miss Sarah, a dream is a dream. A
dream is only a playing of our mind. It proofs nothing.
Unless you may ask our most honor Mr. RUCKUS here that
will try to prove it to you, if he can. My point here my dear
students; there is no such thing as the other dimension?
This is the reality. Unless you want lower marks, then go
ahead. I’m not going to stop ou. O.K everybody can leave
now except MR.RUCKUS.I want to see you in my room.
Every student leaves the hall. RUCKUS did not move. JERRY
walks toward RUCKUS.

JERRY
I did warn you, you know. You’re dead meat.
RUCKUS
You the one I should be warning. I have to talk to you on
something. Let’s go to the Spiritual Center after this.
RUCKUS holds JERRY hands. JERRY releases his hands.
JERRY
Why must I go there? People who go there are people who
are sick. Like you and THE PROFESSOR.
RUCKUS
I beg you to go there for just a few hours. There I can
explain you everything.
JERRY.
On what? Why can’t you explain it here? Oh, man! You are
really sick. I think THE PROFESSOR had got you. You better
go and see DR.AGNES and maybe she can recommend you
to any Psychiatrist before it’s too late. I don’t want to live in
an apartment with a crazy roommate.
JERRY shakes his head and leave.
INT.DR.AGNES ROOM-DAY

DR.AGNES sits on her chair and writing a note on his table.
RUCKUS knocks the door.
DR.AGNES
Come in.
RUCKUS walks in.
DR.AGNES
Have a sit.
RUCKUS sits on chair in front of DR.AGNES desk.
DR.AGNES
So, what did you think?
RUCKUS
About what, Madam?
DR.AGNES
The Dimension Theory.
RUCKUS put his head down.
DR.AGNES
I believe in it. The First, the Second and the Third
dimension.

RUCKUS pulls his heads up.
RUCKUS
You believe in it? But in the class……?
DR.AGNES
They are not ready for it. How’s THE PROFESSOR?
RUCKUS
He is O.K. He is doing something.
DR.AGNES
Doing what?
RUCKUS
I can’t tell you here.
DR.AGNES walks around her room.
DR.AGNES
Don’t worry. I have personally be with him in such a long
time. I knew about his wife. We are so close. He told me
about everything. The Dimension. His work. I start to fall in
love with him. Try to replace his deceased wife in his heart.
But he is so possessed with this dimension thing so maybe
one day he might see his wife again in any of the
dimension.That is when I know the only love that he has is
only to her wife. Not me.

DR.AGNES turns her head toward RUCKUS.
DR.AGNES
And that’s why it’s really piss me off when I see one my
best student being with him and being crazy as he is !!!
RUCKUS
But you said you believe in the dimension?
DR.AGNES
Once! But after knowing his true love I am not interested in
it anymore.
RUCKUS
You should not let your emotion denied the truth!
DR.AGNES
What truth? I have tried years by years to win his heart but
he is using me for his sex food and don’t try to question my
professional thinking. I decide on theories that should be
explored. Remember, I am a Physic Doctor hereand you are
just a college student
Tears came out from DR.AGNES eyes.
DR.AGNES
I am advising you not to see him anymore and concentrate
on your studies and especially on your attendance. Don’t

think your are so smart and not attending the classes. Last,
don’t blame on JERRY. He is only concerned about your well
being.
RUCKUS stands up.
RUCKUS
Are you doing this because of me or because you wanted
take the revenge onTHE PROFESSOR?
DR.AGNES walks to the window.
DR.AGNES
That’s all. Dismiss.
RUCKUS walks out the room.
In the second dimension, DR.AGNES’S ALIEN and RUCKUS
ALIEN meet together.
RUCKUS’S ALIEN
What they are talking about?
DR.AGNES’S ALIEN
The dimensions. The forbidden area that they should not
know. I manage to focus my subject away from exploring
more about it by playing with her frustration in love. Now
she hates THE PROFESSOR and had forget about it. You
better make a report to our Superior and focus more on
what your subject is trying to do. He might be dangerous.

RUCKUS’S ALIEN
Right away.
In a flash, both of the ALIENS leave the room.
THE CALL (Appears on the screen)
INT.UNIVERSITY CLINIC-DAY
JERRY and the other patients sit on the waiting chair. KANE
STONE, JERRY’S classmates, tall and skinny walks in.
KANE
Are you sick also?
JERRY
I don’t know. The Doctor just callme here and to tell me the
result of my blood test. You?
KANE
Well, I’m not sure. I just feel sick.
A Nurse walks out from the Doctor’s room.
NURSE
MR.JERRY. Please come in.
JERRY walks in the Doctor room.

INT.DOCTOR’S ROOM-DAY
JERRY straight away sits on the chair. THE DOCTOR, a
middle age man, wear a spectacles laid JERRY’S file on the
table.
JERRY
So, what’s the result?
DOCTOR
As I mentioned earlier, we had test your blood when your
were admittedfor a fever last month. By accident, we have
found that your red blood cells are contaminated.
JERRY
With what? Too many sugars in it?
DOCTOR
Your sugar level is all right.
JERRY
If not sugar then it is alcohol
DOCTOR
It’s not alcohol.
JERRY

So, what is it?
DOCTOR
Beta Virus 21.
JERRY
Beta Virus 21. What is that?
DOCTOR
Beta Virus 21 is an agent for Rake Disease.
JERRY
Rake Disease! You’re kidding me.
DOCTOR
I am not kidding you. A disease that can only be transferred
through sexual intercourse with so many partners.
JERRY
How many percent?
DOCTOR
Seventy five percent. You can only feel sick if it passes
eighty percent and before it reach this level you must be
admitted.
JERRY

Admitted in an anti-contamination area. I have heard about
it. Once you go in, you will be never come back.
DOCTOR
It is a standard procedure. We will try our best to cure you.
JERRY
I can’t go there. I have my studies to finish, I have my
friends, my family.
DOCTOR
I’m sorry this is happening to you. I’ll give you some time to
pick up your things and then you must come back here.
JERRY
If not? You guys will come and get me by force.
DOCTOR
Let’s do it as simple as you can.
JERRY walks out from the Doctor room.
INT.UNIVERSITY CLINIC-DAY
JERRY walks slowly to the exit door without looking at
KANE.
KANE

Is that bad?
JERRY stop. He turns his head toward KANE and continues
to walk. He stops at the elevator. The elevator doors open
and several people came out. JERRY goes in the elevator
and followed by a man.
INT.INSIDE THE ELEVATOR-DAY
The man turns a button.
MAN
Which floor?
JERRY looks at the man and then the lift buttons.
JERRY
Tenth floor.
The man pushes the number ten buttons, which is the last
floor. When the elevator reaches the tenth floor, JERRY
walks out from the elevator. JERRY takes the step to the
rooftop.
EXT.UNIVERSITY CLINIC ROOF TOP-DAY
JERRY heads toward the edge of rooftop. Images of his
family, friends and women that he slept with appear in his
mind.
JERRY PARENTS

We are proud of you. You are our first child to enter this
prestigious University. You are our hope.
JERRY FRIENDS
Hi! JERRY. Nice to meet you…Let’s have some drink after
this…
WOMEN
Ooh yea…you are good. Ooohh JERRY…
JERRY HIMSELVES
Your social life! Girls! Women! That’s what I mean. You just
have to open up. You just cannot stay in your room every
time you finish your classes. You have to go out there and
meet somebody.Then image came again
JERRY PARENTS
What have you done? We spend thousand to put you in and
this what we get ? You suppose to studies not playing with
women!
JERRY FRIENDS
JERRY. We are sorry, we cannot see you anymore…please
don’t call us.
WOMEN
How many times did I tell you to wear? that rubber glove
but you won’t listen. and this what you get.

RUCKUS
Yes! Girls! Women! Now look what happens to the person
who are advising me?
Ha! Ha! Ha!
In the second dimension, JERRY’S ALIEN companion appears
and stands beside him.
JERRY’S ALIEN
Well, that’s it. Life is really unfair. Your studies, your family,
your future is all gone. If Iwere you, I just put an end on all
of this.
JERRY’S ALIEN turns his head down and looks toward the
bottom of the building and turn his head back to JERRY.
ALIEN
Down there, is the only way you can get out all of this mess.
Nobody can help you now. Justdo it.
JERRY stands on the edge of the rooftop and jump. THE
ALIEN turn his back and laugh. In a flash, THE ALIEN jumps
down to the street. JERRY bodies freeze on the road. Blood
comes out from the back of his head. Several pedestrians
crowded the area. JERRY mouths still moving. THE ALIEN
sucks JERRY’S soul inside his body. JERRY mouth stops
moving. In a flash, THE ALIEN leaves the place
MAN
Somebody, call the ambulance!

INT.RUCKUS Apartment-dAY
RUCKUS sits on the couch. The phone rings.
RUCKUS
Hello…
UNIVERSITY SECURITY OFFICER
Is this JERRY MATTHEWS roommate?
RUCKUS
Yes…
UNIVERSITY SECURITY OFFICER
I’m from the Security Department. I
have a bad news. Jerry involved in an
accident. He died one hour ago. His
body now is in the hospital contamination
unit. His parent will collect his body
this afternoon.
RUCKUS put the phone down. He closes his eyes and covers
his face with his hands.

INT-UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL-DAY
JERRY body lies on the autopsy bed covered with a glass
can. A medical Officer is beside the can. JERRY walks into
The Autopsy room.
MEDICAL OFFICER
Can I help you?
RUCKUS is silent.
MEDICAL OFFICER
Are you his relatives?
RUCKUS
No. I’m his roommate
MEDICAL OFFICER
O.K. You can have a look but
don’t touch anything.
THE MEDICAL OFFICER exits the room. RUCKUS picks up the
Medical Report on the table. The report stated
BODY:- JERRY MATTHEWS AGE:- 19 YEARS OLD
CAUSE OF DEATH: HEAD DAMAGED. LOSS 90% OF BLOOD

BLOOD:- 80% CONTIMINATED WITH BETA VIRUS 21.
DISEASE:- RAKE DISEASE STATUS: RED ZONE
RUCKUS drops the report on the table.
RUCKUS
I’m sorry, JERRY. I’m too late.
RUCKUS’S ALIEN and JERRY’S ALIEN met together.
JERRY’S ALIEN
What did you suggest?
RUCKUS’S ALIEN
Scare him off.
JERRY’S ALIEN
I’ve got an idea.
JERRY’S ALIEN merges his body inside JERRY.
Ruckus observes the whole body. His face was half
damaged. RUCKUS look at JERRY closed eyes. The eyes
opened.
JERRY
See you in hell!

JERRY eyes close back. RUCKUS ran out. His Alien follows
him.
INT.University Lecture Hall-Day
RUCKUS ran to the Professor lecture hall. The PROFESSOR
stop his lecture and goes out.
RUCKUS
I need to see you at the Center
right now.
PROFESSOR
Calm down, calm down. OK. Be there
at 2:30
From the hall corridor, DR. AGNES watches THE PROFESSOR
and RUCKUS talking together. THE PROFESSOR goes back to
the Lecture hall. RUCKUS takes the exit.
EXT.LECTURE HALL-DAY
THE PROFESSOR walks out from the hall. DR.AGNES stops
him.
DR.AGNES
I want you to stop seeing RUCKUS HOWLING.
PROFESSOR

What are you talking about?
DR.AGNES
I am talking about other people
future.
PROFESSOR
I am just consulting him about
a theory.
DR.AGNES
Yes. Your theory. For your own
benefit. Just like what you did
to me. I want you to leave him
alone. He is my student and my
responsibility. If not, I will
report this matter to the Dean.
PROFESSOR
On what count? Sexual harassment?
DR.AGNES

On your madness!
PROFESSOR
All right! Go ahead and make my day!
THE PROFESSOR leaves the corridor.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER- DAY
The PROFESSOR, RUCKUS and the PREACHER sit on a round
table.
RUCKUS
I kept on dreaming.
PROFESSOR
Dream? Dreaming of what?
RUCKUS
It happened a long time ago. When I was
a kid. I used to have a brother. He
died in an accident. I have asked him
to do something he doesn’t like. It
comes back again in my dream. Again and

again. And now I can see the Alien in
the dream too. I can’t stand it.
PREACHER
That is your point of weakness. The
feeling of guilt even though you
didn’t do it. That is where they try
to come in. To destroy your life.
to be with them. You better stay here.
PROFESSOR
Yes, with only one condition.
Joint me.
RUCKUS
I’m not ready for it. This is black
mail!
PROFESSOR
This is not black mail. This is your
life. You have no choice any more.

THE PROFESSOR leaves both RUCKUS AND THE PREACHER.
THE PREACHER
You can stay here. Just get some
sleep.
RUCKUS nods his head
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-NIGHT
RUCKUS stands inside the portal room. AN ALIEN came out
from the two poles. RUCKUS stands still. THE ALIEN came
closer toward RUCKUS. THE ALIEN changes into THE
PROFESSOR.
RUCKUS
My God, how did you do that?
PROFESSOR
With this.
THE PROFESSOR shows the device on his wrist to RUCKUS.
PROFESSOR
This device can merge the into
the second dimension with an Alien
camouflage. We can even speak their

language by using ours.
RUCKUS
For what purpose you did this?
PROFESSOR
To find out what is up there. We will
be deploying at 20:14 p.m. tomorrow.
RUCKUS
What do you mean, we? I’m not going
anywhere!
PROFESSOR
I’m not going to let you stay here
for free.
RUCKUS
What about the PREACHER?
PROFESSOR.
He has to guard this place. And he is
too old for this job.

RUCKUS
I am not going!
PROFESSOR
Well serve yourselves.
RUCKUS
You cannot force me like what you
did to DR.AGNES.
PROFESSOR
Oh Yes! I nearly forget to ask you
about it. So, what did she tell
you?
RUCKUS
About you, using her as a sex pet.
PROFESSOR
Yeah! She is really mad at me.
RUCKUS
She said you are doing all this

because of your wife and you love
your wife more than her. You are
not fair.
PROFESSOR
Nobody decides whom I am going to love
and not to. She is wrong. I do love
her.
RUCKUS
But why did you dump her?
PROFESSOR
I did not dump her! I am doing this
because I love her and for her own
safety. She is not ready for this
thing. She is weak and not strong
enough to face this reality. Just
like you. Now leave me alone. I got
a lot of things to do.

RUCKUS
I am sorry.
RUCKUS leaves the room.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER – DAY
The PROFESSOR wakes up from his sleep. AN ALIEN sits
besides him. THE ALIEN changes into RUCKUS
RUCKUS
Hold on, hey! It’s me
PROFFESOR
Damn it. It’s you
RUCKUS
Nice device.
PROFFESOR
It even nicer if you put it into
“practice”. “
RUCKUS
I am ready now.

THE PROFESSOR smiles.
PROFESSOR
Let have some breakfast first.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER – DAY
THE PROFESSOR and RUCKUS stands inside the portal room.
RUCKUS
How did you manage to do all this?
PROFESSOR
From this book.
The PROFESSOR takes out an old book and shows it to
RUCKUS. The book explains on how to build the portal and
the dimension device.
RUCKUS
There are some pages torn.
PROFESSOR
Yes but is already torn when I first
got it.
RUCKUS

From whom?
PROFESSOR
The PREACHER.
THE BOOK (Appears on the Screen)
EXT.RISE MOUNTAIN RESORT-DAY .FLASHBACK
The PROFESSOR and GEENA, his wife a beautiful lady walks
along the mountainside.
GEENA
Well, this place really bring
back the memory where we first
met.
PROFESSOR
Yeah, it was twenty-five years
ago. The gathering of our graduation day.
Joe, Sam, Michelle…it’s still
fresh in my mind. We were so young.
GEENA

They are all Grandfathers and
Grandmothers now. Unlike us.
The PROFESSOR walks toward GEENA and hug her.
PROFESSOR
What is important is that we
together.
GEENA
I’m sorry that I am childless.
GEENA starts to cry.
PROFESSOR
It’s okay. Sometime things does
not work very well.
Both of them hug each other very tight.
PROFESSOR
I tell you what. Let’s take some
photos that we use to do. You first.
The photo took out a camera from his back.

PROFESSOR
Okay. Try to move more to the back.
GEENA moves backward to the edge of cliff. She turns back
her head to make sure she does not go too far.
PROFESSOR
Move a little bit backward. I want to
get a good view of it.
GEENA tries to move backward again. The iced at the edge
break. She loose control and fall into the ravine, which is
twenty-five feet high. Her head hit one of the rocks. She did
not move.
PROFESSOR
GEENA…..Oh! My God.
THE PROFESSOR drops his camera and go to aid GEENA. Her
body is cold with no heartbeat.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTRE DAY-FLASHBACK
The PREACHER is sitting in his room writing a note. THE
PROFESSOR knocks the door.
PREACHER
Come in.

The PROFESOR walks in.
PROFESSOR
I want it to be as simple as
possible
PREACHER
I will do what I can. I know it is
very difficult for you.
The PROFESOR looked at him and nodded. THE PREACHER
walks THE PROFESOR him out to the door.
EXT.CEMETERY-DAY-RAIN-FLASHBACK
A crowd of people gathers at the burial side. One by one
they left after paying the respect. The PROFESSOR and THE
PREACHER still stand there.
PREACHER
Leave her a rest. She won’t come
back.
The PREACHER put his right hand to the man shoulder.
PREACHER
Let’s go.

They exit The Cemetery.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-NIGHT-FLASHBACK
THE PREACHER is on his bed and is dreaming. A flash of
light coming down from the ceiling and showered his room.
The light becomes brighter and there is a man coming out.
The PREACHER could not see his face because it is too
bright. In the man hand was a thick old book. He gave it to
The PREACHER. The man goes back into the light and
change into a fireball and disappeared into the ceiling.
THE PREACHER wakes up from his sleep. There is a book on
the reading table. The book is old and ancient.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-NIGHT-FLASH BACK
THE PREACHER kept on dreaming the same dream but this
time the man shows his face as The PROFESSOR.
EXT.RISE MOUNTAIN-DAY-FLASHBACK
THE PROFESSOR is at the edge of the mountain where
GEENA fell. He moves forward. THE PROFESSOR calls him
from behind.
THE PREACHER
Don’t do it Samuel.”
The PROFESSOR turns his head back.
PROFESSOR
Give me a reason not to.

THE PREACHER raise his hand a show him the book.
PREACHER
I can’t explained it but this
book is meant for you
The PROFESSOR walks toward the PREACHER and takes the
book from THE PREACHER hand. He opens some pages. His
eyelids rise up.
PROFESSOR
It’s an ancient scripture…ancient
Briman language….this people
vanished thousands years ago.
Where did you get this?”
PREACHER
You won’t believe me if I tell you.
What it is all about?
PROFESSOR
Traveling to another world
THE EXCHANGE (Appears on the screen)

INT.SIPIRITUAL CENTRE–NIGHT-PRESENT
RUCKUS and THE PROFESSOR gave sits in the portal room.
RUCKUS.
PROFESSOR
First you have to pick up a human
body on your back.
RUCKUS
How we are going to get one? They
have powers to open the graves.
PROFESSOR
We have it here.
RUCKUS
You mean inside this Center?
PROFESSOR
The Center belong to Ronan Sect. They
have the tradition to preserves
the bodies of all the preachers who

have been working here. This will
include HEMEN, one day.
RUCKUS
Where is it?
PROFESSOR
Down in the basement. For the human
sake, HEMEN will unease the tradition
a little bit. He will open the door for
us.
RUCKUS
Why we don’t just go in the third
Dimension without taking all this
trouble?
PROFESSOR
Because the third dimension does
not work in space. And don’t ask
me why because the book say so and

it did not explain about the reason
and how to solve it.
RUCKUS
Maybe it was explained on the pages
that was torn.
PROFESSOR
Maybe. All right. Once you are ready,
carry the body behind your back and line
up at the deployment point. Just follow
my back. Make sure you stay in front.
Because when you climb up, you must
pass the dawn orange light.
RUCKUS
If not?
PROFESSOR
You will be burnt like a charcoal and
shall be cut into pieces.

RUCKUS
How did you know this?
PROFESSOR
I saw it from the ground yesterday.
The Aliens will change shift from
upstairs and the ground. It is an
exchange of armies. And it took about
five minutes to do that. And one thing,
we have to compete with other Aliens to
climb if we move slowly.
The PROFESSOR takes out a gun and gives to RUCKUS.
PROFESSOR
We might need this. In case….
THE PREACHER walks in.
PREACHER
Are you both ready?
PROFESSOR

Yes. Let’s pick some bodies.
Three of them walk to the basement. THE PREACHER takes
out the keys and slide into the key’s hole
INT. PRESEVATION ROOM-DAY
THE PREACHER pulls the knob. He switches on the light.
Inside the room laid two rows of bench with ten bodies
intact in each row. They walk in.
PREACHER
Take the younger one. Their bodies
are still solid.
THE PREACHER points out at two bodies closer to them.
THE PREACHER opens the cover each of them.
PREACHER
This one is my Mentor – Duncan Slate .
Died ten years ago because of a heart
attack and that is Josh Krine, once a
Cleaner of this Center. I don’t know
what the cause of his death.
PROFESSOR

Which one did you like, RUCKUS?
RUCKUS looks at the both of the bodies
PROFESSOR
I’ll take THE CLEANER.
EXT-CEMETERY-EVENING
In the third dimension, RUCKUS and THE PROFESSOR bring
the bodies in wheelbarrows into the Cemetery. In a hidden
corner, they enter into the second dimension with an Alien
camouflage and carry the bodies. With the other Aliens
RUCKUS and THE PROFESSOR stands on a line to wait for
the exchange.
A cloud of flash hits the ground. The Alien from the front
starts to move up and was suck up and thrust into the light
and was followed by the second Alien, which hold the legs
of the first Alien. It creates a chain of an Aliens thrusting
into the sky. The PROFESSOR, RUCKUS and an Alien were at
the last line. When they got into the middle of the line, they
passed a new batch of creatures that are diving down to
replace them. By that time the color of the sky changes to
orange.
THE ALIEN
Move faster! (In his language)
The Alien behind try to climb over to pass RUCKUS.
THE PROFESSOR

Kick him away!
With his right leg, he kicks the Alien head. The Alien loss
control and fall down. The Alien cried and is burn in fire and
disappeared in the sky.
INT.TRANSPORTATION SHIP-SPACE
RUCKUS right hand is picked up by the transportation ship
staff. RUCKUS sits on the chamber. He holds his breath and
put the human body on the floor. The PROFESSOR sits on
the bench with other Alien.
TRANSPORTATION STAFF
Are you all right, Trooper?
Ruckus nods his head.
TRANSPORTATION STAFF
Then, go to your seat.
RUCKUS stands up and walks slowly to the seat beside The
PROFESSOR. He laid the human body down and sat on the
seat. He stares at the THE PROFESSOR face. With them sit
around ten Aliens that have human bodies on the
floor.RUCKUS stares an Alien on his left side.
ALIEN
What are you looking at? (In Alien language)

RUCKUS turns back his face looks out through the ship
small windows. He noticed thousands of the Aliens’
transportation ships leaving the planet.
THE MOTHERSHIP (Appear on the screen)
INT-TRANSPORTATION SHIP-SPACE
VOICE FROM THE TRANSPORTATION SHIP SPEAKER
Landing in 15 contus.
RUCKUS looks out the window again and sees the mother
ship. It was a big ship with a size of a planet with a burner
at its tail.
INT.MOTHERSHIP-SPACE
The transportation ship lands fly into the Mother ship’s
landing bay, which is situated in the front of the Mother
ships fleet. The Transportation ship opens its door. All the
Aliens including The PROFFESOR and RUCKUS step out from
the ship and board a transportation craft. The craft move
into the center of the ships.
The craft pass through the middle of the ship where the city
of Aliens is situated. From the aerial view, RUCKUS and THE
PROFESSOR sees thousands of buildings, roads and houses
in the city.
THE PROFESSOR
It is a planet inside a ship.
INT.MOTHERSHIP HUMAN POD CHAMBER

The craft reaches the Engineering chamber and stop.
RUCKUS, The PROFESSOR with the other ALIEN forms a line.
They laid the human bodies on the ground and a machine
picks up the bodies and attaches each of the bodies to the
pod at wall of the combustion chamber. The mouth of the
bodies is inserted with tubes where the souls that have
been taken away are transferred back into each of the
bodies. THE CLEANER, THE MENTOR bodies and others are
alive again. On the wall of the combustion wall lies millions
of human flesh chamber that creates powerful combustion
that create a thrust to move the ship. Whenever the power
of thrust is increase, the human bodies shout in agony.
THE CLEANER
Where am I? What is this?
Both THE CLEANER and THE MENTOR and others cry in pain
when the energy is sucked from their bodies.
PROFESSOR
We can’t do anything about it.
Let’s go and find the engine room.
They walk further, found the engine room and enter in.
INT. ENGINE ROOM
In the middle of the engine room stands a huge crystal ball
that produce the energy. It has millions of tubes that are
connected with the human bodies and toward the
combustion chamber. Several ALIENS are manning the
crystal. THE PROFESSOR points out his hand toward the
machine.

THE PROFESSOR
This is it. This is where we
should put the bomb.
RUCKUS
Bomb? What Bomb?
PROFESSOR
Nuke
RUCKUS
Where we going to get one?
PROFESSOR
With your help.
RUCKUS
Who? Me?
PROFESSOR.
Yes, you again.
RUCKUS
I don’t believe this .You never

tell me about this.
PROFESSOR
We have to check this place first.
You have to go back. I have already
set it for you. All you have to do is
break the code and get the nuke. I have
already plan it. Go to my drawer
and get the keys. There is also a
code number. Use that code number
and the keys to open the nuke
Chamber.
RUCKUS
You are expecting me to do that?
PROFESSOR
Yes, in the third Dimension.
Remember, there is three
capsule and take only one. Once you

get it, bring it here. The rest,
let me handle. For the meant time
I will find the escape ship.
RUCKUS shakes his head.
RUCKUS
When you want me to go?
PROFESSOR
Next shift. But for the meant time
I want To check out this place.
RUCKUS
You want to find your wife?
THE PROFESSOR stares at RUCKUS.
PROFESSOR
Most probably. If I am lucky enough.
Maybe you will meet your brother too.
INT.MOTHERSHIP HUMAN DATABASE LEVEL-SPACE

THE PROFESSOR AND RUCKUS walks in a level that locates
millions of rooms that have numbers on it. In every room
there is ALIENS monitoring each human subject.
PROFESSOR
My God. What a huge human database
files.
RUCKUS
Now, I remember it!
PROFESSOR
Remember what?
RUCKUS
This number. From my dream. The
numbers on each door
RUCKUS writes the Alien number with his finger on the dust
floor.
PROFESSOR
Level 12. Room 64. That what it’s
mean.
RUCKUS

That’s my room. I need to know what
really happened to my brother.
PROFESSOR
Let’s find it.
INT.MOTHERSHIP HUMAN DATABASE LEVEL 12 –SPACE
The Alien who manages the room 64 walks out.
RUCKUS and THE PROFESSOR walks in.
PROFESSOR
When does this happen?
. RUCKUS
Ten years ago.
THE PROFESSOR switch one of the button and reverse it
and it shows the scene the day on the screen where
RUCKUS’S brother fell from the roof. It shows the ALIEN
pushing his brother down.
THE SERMON (Appears on the screen)
INT.MOTHER SHIP DEPLOYMENT CENTER
BIRD VIEW

Thousands of Aliens position themselves following to their
sectors. RUCKUS stands into the wrong sector.
ALIEN (Deployment officer)
Fool! What are you thinking trooper? Go to
your own Sector. Don’t waste time.
RUCKUS quickly goes into the sector where THE ALIEN
points his finger.
ALIEN (Deployment officer)
. Everybody in your position!
THE MASTER will make a special
Sermon. Listen Good!
SEFFEN walks in the stage. Every Aliens bow their body and
heads.
SEFFEN
Raise, all my sons and daughters.
You all must be wandering why I am
here now. Usually you all will deploy
alone without complaining. Going out
there to serve me. Rather thinking

on your safety and life. And me
sitting up there comfortably and
watching some of you die one by one at
The exchange zone. How cruel of me?
Is it true?
There is an echo of voice from the Aliens that says no.
SEFFEN
If it is true, then pardon me. Loyalty.
You have that in your heart. That is
the most precious thing you ever had.
Long before you were here. That loyalty
once belongs toward a “FORCE”. A “FORCE”
that is stronger than me. But that
“FORCE” has chosen another race, the
one that you’re going to destroy now
and forever, to lead this universe.
That really hurt me. Deep inside

my heart. From that moment, I cannot
accept it! I protest! The result, the
”FORCE” has doomed me and together with
you all to Khell eternally. Forgive me
cause bringing you all in to this fate.
I am here is to show you all how grateful
I am on what you have done to me. You
all are willing to die for me. I
am very honor to have the commitment
you have shown for our course for all this
centurions. Yes, maybe some of you want
to know how many centurions more to go?
The answer is near. The time is near!
The time has come to reach our final
destination! And you all are with
me to witness it. We, the Amra race
is the most honorable race ever

created. Because we are the best.
Nobody will stop us. That’s why it is your
duty to bring them down. Bring as many
as you can. Cause we know what our fate
going to be. And this cannot be
change. Remember we are ALLOWED to bring
them down with us but with one
condition- they have to submit to us.
Now, go! Bring back the honor that was
taken away from us!
With the shout of victory, including RUCKUS all the Aliens
from every sectors board the transportation ship. SEFFEN
walks a few step and stop. He turns his head and look at
RUCKUS eyes. Their both eyes met. RUCKUS moves his eyes
away. SEFFEN turn his head back and walks forward.
RUCKUS takes a deep breath.
INT.Mothership-Bridge-space
SEFFEN enters the bridge and sit on his chair. DIOS
approached him with his hand fold in the back.
DIOS

We have a slight problem, Master.
SEFFEN
Tell me.
DIOS
In Planet 3476 , we have identified a
Quadrant. It is located at coordinate
xcd3.
DIOS show it on the screen.
SEFFEN
Who is inside the quadrant?
DIOS
There is 3 Subject, Master. The first
Subject number is 5576. HEMEN WELCH.
A Preacher. Never been outside the quadrant
such a long time. The Second Subject
number is 9889. RUCKUS HOWLING,a student.
And the last one might interest you,

Master. Subject number 6001. His name is
SAMUEL MATHESSON. PROFESSOR SAMUEL MATHESSON
who once wrote a theory on the existence of
the Second Dimension but was never been proven.
SEFFEN
Second Dimension.? Is that where we are in
now DIOS?
DIOS
Yes, Master.
SEFFEN
And RUCKUS HOWLING, what he is studying?
DIOS
Quantum Physics, Master.
SEFFEN
Is that a coincidence? A Professor who
had wrote about the Second Dimension
theory and was inside a quadrant, which

cannot be entered by us, and at the
meantime there is a Quantum Physics student
with him? What are they are doing inside
there? Well DIOS, you know what to do.
DIOS
Master?
SEFFEN
Destroy it with our gunner. As what we
have done before.
DIOS
But the beam will hit us back, Master.
The Quadrant is protected by the “FORCE”
SEFFEN
The FORCE It has been a long time
I’ve heard that name.
EXT.PLANET ZEEMA- NIGHT-FLASHBACK

The wind blow very fast. SEFFEN body is roll over and hit a
large rock. He kneels on his feet and turns his face to the
sky.
SEFFEN
It’s not fair! Why I am been treated like
this? I’m the one you supposed to choose
and to be your higher servant. But no, You
choose a human instead. You have made me
from fire.
SEFFEN raise his right hand to the sky and a burst of fire
came out from his hand.
SEFFEN
I’m much stronger but you choose
humans that is made from this dirty and
useless soil and they are weak.
SEFFEN scratch some soil from his hand, grip it and release
the soil slowly to the ground.
SEFFEN
Even THE GUARDIAN had argued of what you

have done but you didn’t punish them.
Why? Why I am the one you choose to
take the punishment and be doomed? Why?
INT-Mothership-Bridge-space-PRESENT
FADE IN.
Face of SEEFEN appears.
DIOS
Master………
SEFFEN
We can try.
DIOS
Yes. Master. I will launch the shooting
right away.
THE GUARDIAN
EXT.SPACE
A group of lights making a chain heads toward the exchange
area and stop.

ALIEN
THE GUARDIANS are here! Save your
selves.
Several white flashes came out with a sound of a thunder
from the lights and hit some of the Aliens. The flash stop
when the exchange finishes. The group of lights moves to
the next exchange area on the southern hemisphere of the
planet.
EXT.EARTH-FARM-NIGHT
Lightning strikes from the sky followed by thunders and
rain. A farmer looks up to the sky.
FARMER
Thank God. It’s raining.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTRE-NIGHT
THE PREACHER stands near the window. He watches the
lightning and the rain start to drop on window glass.
THE PREACHER
God, Protect them both.
THE AMRA RACE
EXT.PLANET ZEEMA-NIGHT-FLASH BACK

The planet is covered with live larva in every direction. The
Aliens city is surrounded with buildings and housing estates.
SEFFEN stands on the rooftop of the AMRA headquarters.
Besides him are DIOS and other officer. The area is packed
with millions of Alien waiting SEFFEN to make his speech.
SEFFEN
Greetings, my dearest followers.
As you all know, The Force had
condemned us. We are doomed to a
planet call Khell which is far from
here.So, be prepared to transformed
our planet to a craft that will bring
us to our journey to our last fate.
And remember along the way, we will
give our revenge to the humans.
SEFFEN move down to the control room. DIOS move
forward.
DIOS
Everyone! Go and stay inside
your quarters. The transformation

will begin in 15 contus.
The Aliens immediately proceeds to their quarters together
with their families.
INT.ALIENS CONTROL ROOM-NIGHT-FLASHBACK
SEFFEN sits in the main chair facing the windows that show
the city. DIOS and others sit beside him.
SEFFEN
Is everything ready?
DIOS
Yes, Master.
SEFFEN raise his right hand and immediately the whole
planet move. The AMRA building move forward and become
the main bridge of the space ship. The city is move to the
middle of the ship and larva mountains are set at the back
of the ship. The sphere planet changes to an aerodynamic
shape. The planet changes into a huge space ship complete
with a command center, engine room, living quarters, battle
stations and others. A combustion explodes from its tail and
the ship thrust toward the black space heading to Khell.
INT.MOTHERSHIP HUMAN POD CHAMBER-PRESENT
THE PROFESSOR walks toward the transportation craft area
and pass the human pod chamber. A voice comes out from
one of the pod.
GEENA

Samuel! It’s that you?
THE PROFESSOR turns his head toward the voice.
PROFESSOR
Oh my God!
THE PROFESSOR shakes his head. GEENA is one with pod.
Half of her body is black.
GEENA
You are one of them. You have
put me into this.
PROFESSOR
No. I have to disguise like this.
If not, they will notice me. I will
bring you out but not now.
GEENA
Don’t lie to me. Please ask your
Superior to let me die now. I can’t
stand this anymore. Please! Go!

PROFESSOR
No! GEENA.
THE PROFESSOR put his thumb to the disguise button to
change to normal. An Alien came in. THE POFESSOR release
his thumb back.
ALIEN
What are you doing here? (In Alien language)
PROFESSOR
I am talking to my previous subject. ( In Alien
Language)
ALIEN
You know the rules. Do not get attach to
the human subject emotionally. Now go
back to your quarters!
PROFESSOR
Yes, Sir.
THE PROFESSOR bow his head and walks away. GEENA
shakes his head and shout to THE PROFESSOR.
GEENA

You lying fool!
THE ALIEN looks at GEENA and walks out.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-NIGHT
In a flash, RUCKUS gets into the PROFESSOR lab. He opens
the drawer and takes the keys and the code numbers. The
Center shakes up. A beam is fired from the Alien mother
ship. RUCKUS runs into the portal.
INT.Mother ship-Space
From the bridge, DIOS give out the second order to destroy
the Center.
DIOS
On target?
SHOOTER
Confirmed.
DIOS
Fire!!!
Every time they fire, the energy of the beam is suck from
the human bodies from the engine room. The human bodies
cry.
The beam hit the Center. The Center shakes again. The
beam reflex and hit back the mother ship. The mother ship

shakes up. DIOS try again until the fifth times. The Spiritual
Center stands strong.
DIOS
Abort!!!!
INT-Zone 3 Nuclear Military Nuclear plant– Night
RUCKUS turns the button on his wrist. The third dimension
mode did not work.
RUCKUS
What the hell! This thing
does not work. I’ll better
maintain in the second dimension.
In the second Dimension and disguise like an Alien, RUCKUS
sneaks the Nuclear Bomb room. He insert the keys, types
the code and the entire chamber opens its door. He takes
four capsules of nuclear bombs with him and immediately
he walks out. (The size of the bomb is 4 inches in length
and 3 inches wide)
INT.MOTHERSHIP LANDING BAY
THE PROFESSOR walks in the landing bay. He looks around
to avoid being notice. He opens the door hatch of one of the
transportation craft. He moves inside and heads toward the
pilot cockpit. He programmed the ship into a ready mode.
He walks out.

INT.MOTHERSHIP HUMAN POD CHAMBER
THE PROFESSOR heads back toward GEENA pod. He spot
that GEENA body is already have been frozen. Her mouth
opens up with her saliva intact. THE PROFESSOR kneels on
the floor. He cries.
THE PROFESSOR
I am sorry GEENA. I am too late.
INT.Minister of Defense office- Night
A fist hits the oak table of the office.
MINISTER
How does this happen?
GENERAL HARRAWAY (Chief of Internal Defense)
We do not know who took it but we
have the video of the robbery.
The video monitor shows the bombs nukes vanishes in the
thin air. In a flash, the ALIEN inside the Minister room
witnesses the event AND sees RUCKUS in an Alien disguise.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
We have a back up strategy, Sir.
Inside all the bombs is a locater

chips that will be activated within 20
hours once the bombs is out of the
range of this plant. In my
calculations, it will be activating
tomorrow at 1815 hours. I have
instructed all of my men on
standby. Once it is activate, all
Units will be rush to the location.
MINISTER
How are you are going to assure me
that the bombs will not be explode
within these 20 hours?
GENERAL HARRAWAY
It can only happen after 20 hours.
Further more the bombs have a secret
code to activate it.
MINISTER

So, make sure your men will be there
on time and get me those bastards!
If not, you and me and the rest of
the world is not going to exist
anymore after that.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
Yes, Sir.
The Aliens, who listen to the conversion, report it to DIOS.
INT.Mother ship-Space
On the screen shows RUCKUS took the bombs.
SEFFEN
Well, well, well, we have an
ambitious trooper here. What he
is going to do with the bombs?
To sabotage me and take over this
ship? Who is this trooper?
DIOS

We don’t have him in our record,
Master. I have checked everything;
we still can identify him as one
of our trooper.
SEFFEN
That is impossible. How can you
give me that answer? Well, who is
he is not important. What he is going
to do is really what I’m interested
in. Send the Elite troopers once
the humans have located the bombs.
We must be there before the humans
do. And also send more troopers at
the deployment station at the
coordinate. That’s is the only
exit that he can get up here.
DIOS.

I would like to give my opinion,
Master.
SEFFEN
Continue.
DIOS
The Quadrant, Master. We cannot
destroy it. Maybe the unidentified
Trooper is inside the quadrant.
SEFFEN
My dear DIOS. No trooper can
enter the quadrant. How can you say
that?
DIOS
Maybe that trooper is not from
our race. Maybe he is human. I would
suggest sending our Elite troopers
there.

SEFFEN
Whatever DIOS, Whatever. But make
sure you are right.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTRE- evening
In the PROFESSOR lab, RUCKUS waits for the next
deployment. RUCKUS lays all the bombs on the table.
RUCKUS
This whole thing can destroy this planet
and it is in front of me.
The clock struck at 18:15 p.m.. The small red light on the
bombs blinks. RUCKUS panic. He tries to deactivate the
light.
RUCKUS
Hemen! Hemen !
THE BREAKTHROUGH (Appears on the screen)
INT.The Military Defense Operation Station- Evening
On the screen, the tracker locates the bombs. The screen
zooms into the Spiritual Center
MAJOR RICE

We have located it, Sir. Coordinate
2345. Hope Spiritual Center.23 Mason
Road, University Of Heshley.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
All units. Converge to the coordinate.
THE ALIENS inside the Defense operation station reports the
location to DIOS.
INT-Mother ship-Space
DIOS watch on the screen the location of the Spiritual
Center.
DIOS
I knew it. Division 2 and 6,
proceed to the coordinate.
Go into the Center if you can.
Unit 1 and 7 maintain yourselves
at the deployment station.
DIOS reports to SEFFEN.
DIOS

Master, we have located the trooper.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER- Evening
The PREACHER enters the room.
PREACHER
What is going on here?
RUCKUS
I don’t know. It just blinks. I don’t
know whether is going to explode or not.
Sounds of helicopters blades surround the Center. The
PREACHER looks out from the window and sees hundreds of
armies covering the area.
PREACHER
You have to leave. They are coming
after the bombs.
RUCKUS
What about you?
PREACHER
Don’t worry about me.

RUCKUS
We have to destroy this portal to
avoid them chasing me and they might
destroy the PROFFESOR’S plan.
PREACHER
But how you are going to get back?
RUCKUS
We will try something.
The main door of the Center breaks into pieces. A unit of
Armies rushes into the Center. The Alien also tries to do the
same thing but they still cannot enter in.
PREACHER
Hurry! Go inside
RUCKUS
Destroy the portal and save
yourselves Hemen!
RUCKUS rushes inside the portal and vanish. The PREACHER
takes out an axe from the cabinet and cut the portal into
pieces. The Armies gets into and arrest him. The force field

of the quadrant is deactivated and the ALIENS in a flash
rush into the ROOM.
TRACKER
We lost the signal, Sir. It just
vanished.
COLONEL WINTHREP (Special Force) calls the GENERAL
through his phone.
EXT.INSIDE A HELICOPTER-SKY-EVENING
COLONEL WINTHREP (from the phone)
General, subject manage to escape
with the bombs, Sir.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
What? Then search all the area.
Double time!
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER
RUCKUS manages to change himself back to the third
Dimension. The Preacher is handcuffed and COLONEL
WINTHREP put a gun on his head. RUCKUS sees THE ALIENS
surround the room. One of THE ALIENS reports the situation
to DIOS

ALIEN (Unit Leader)
The trooper has escapes inside a
door.
COLONEL WINTHREP starts to interrogate the PREACHER.
COLONEL WINTHREP
Where are the bombs?
PREACHER
It was taken away for our own good.
COLONEL WINTHREP slaps the PREACHER face. Blood came
out from the PREACHER mouth. The ALIENS persuade the
COLONEL to torture the PREACHER.
RUCKUS continues walks pass the ARMIES and ALIENS.
Outside the Center he sees hundreds of ARMIES guarding
the area. He proceeds to the cemetery.
INT.therShip-Space
SEFFEN
So, where is the Trooper?
DIOS
He managed to escape, Master. Through that

“thing”
On the screen, DIOS show the portal.
SEFFEN
With the bombs?
DIOS
Yes, Master.
SEFFEN
And he is heading toward our ship.
Continue full search at the
Deployment Station.
There is a riddle here, DIOS
…. if the Trooper is heading toward
the Deployment Station, HEMEN was
captured by the human armies,
now where is the PROFESSOR and
RUCKUS? Yes, that’s why I can smell
a fresh human body in this ship.

DIOS. Send a search party. Secure
every exit of this ship.
DIOS
Yes, Master.
int. western alliances president office-day
ZOOM IN.
THE PRESIDENT PALACE.
THE PRESIDENT, ARTHUR DENNING, a tall person with a
friendly face stands with both of his hands on the windows
pane. THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE sits on the chair facing
THE PRESIDENT with a file on his hands. THE PRESIDENT
ADVISER, ALEX MOUNT, a short and intelligence person sits
beside him.
THE PRESIDENT
So, the main culprits is the
Eastern Alliance.
THE MINISTER
Yes, MR.PRESIDENT. Following to
our main Intelligence Reports they
have tried to steal our warheads

several times before but this time
they have succeeded.
THE PRESIDENT
Did we have any proof to show
to the world ?
THE MINISTER
No, but the world will believe us
as they use too. Furthermore we
don’t have any other source who
really want the warheads except
them and now if they have taken
the four warheads their strength
are as equal as us.
THE MINISTER
We have to be very careful in
accusing them. We don’t want to
starts a Nuclear war don’t we?

THE ADVISER
But we have it already, Sir. The
support of half of the world. They
will believe us.
THE PRESIDENT sits on his chair.
THE PRESIDENT
Alright. But for the mean time try
to get as many evidence as we can
to support our claim. Alex, arrange a
meeting with the Eastern Alliance
Representative here right away. We
will give some warning to them.
THE ADVISER
Yes, MR. PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT points his finger to THE MINISTER.
THE PRESIDENT
And you ! You go get those evidence.

THE MINISTER
Yes, Sir.
THE MINISTER exit out
EXT.THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE-DAY
THE MINISTER walks out to the main entrance. He takes out
a box of cigarettes from his pocket, picks a piece and put in
his mouth. He lights on the cigarettes, sucks it in and blows
the smoke out several times. The official car passes in front
of him. He exits in. In the Second Dimension THE MINISTER
ALIEN’S whispers through his ears.
THE MINISTER ALIEN
Well, your job is on the line but
I have some suggestion to help you.
THE MINISTER picks up his car phone and calls GENERAL
HARRAWAY.
THE MINISTER
GENERAL, gather your Actors. We got
some filming to do.
INT.THE PRESIDENT PALACE FOREIGN AFFAIRS MEETING
ROOM-DAY

ALEX MOUNT with others Western Alliances top Officials sits
on the meeting chairs facing an empty sits reserve for The
Eastern Alliances Representative. Surrounding the area are
the reporters and Camera man. A group of Eastern Alliances
Representative walks in and sits on the chair.
ALEX MOUNT
May I start, MR. KARKI?
KARKI, The Head Representative of The Eastern Alliance a
medium size person, simple attire but have a serious face
nods his head.
ALEX MOUNT
We regret to tell you that
four units of our warheads
was stolen from our Nuclear
Complex yesterday. We believe
that your Alliances have taken
it and this action is a breach
Of the Orea Agreement that we
have made before.
KARKI turns his head left and right to his man.

KARKI
This is a great accusation. We
don’t have any interest in your
bombs. We have ours that is much
more powerful that yours.
ALEX MOUNT
THE PRESIDENT of the Western Alliances
is really concerned about this and
demand you to give back the bombs for
the sake of peace of the world.
KARKI
You don’t have the right to demand
us on anything and we did not steal
your bombs!
ALEX MOUNT
MR. KARKI. If you did not return back
the bombs within twenty four hours, we

will put our warheads into position on
Alert One. Did you understand what its
mean ?
KARKI
Yes, I understand what its mean. It’s
mean that you are the one who are
breaching the Agreement here. Accusing
us without showing any evidence.
Listen here very carefully. We also
demand you to give evidence within this
twenty-four hours and if not we will also
do the same thing as what you call position
Alert one in our way. This meeting is over!
The Eastern Alliances group walks out.
INT. THE INTELLIGENCE OFFICE-DAY
A Photo of THE PREACHER and KARKI from every angle hang
on the board. A technician finishes up a mask of THE
PREACHER. GENERAL HARRAWAY holds a mask of KARKI.
THE MINISTER walks in.

THE MINISTER
Everything is ready?
GENERAL HARRAWAY
Yes. We will do the shooting in
one hour. I’ll send the video to
you personally after that.
THE MINISTER
Make it as real as possible as
you are getting a movie Award.
Furthermore, it is going to be a
Box-Office around the globe any way.
THE GENERAL AND THE MINISTER laugh.
EXT.emetery-Night
RUCKUS changes himself into an Alien disguise and emerges
to the Second Dimension. From far, RUCKUS sees every
ALIEN is checked one by one. An ALIEN passes him and
RUCKUS follows the ALIEN from the back. In a hidden place,
RUCKUS hit the ALIEN head with beam. The ALIEN heads
bleeds. RUCKUS takes out a device a scan the dead ALIEN
body and change himself to look the same as the ALIEN that
he just killed. He picks the ALIEN human body and walks to

the deployment station. He is halt by one of the ELITE
ALIEN Trooper. He checks RUCKUS face. The ALIEN signals
to RUCKUS to move on.
INT.spiritual center-night
GENERAL HARRAWAY
Where are the bombs?
PREACHER
It was taken by my friend to an Alien
Ship to destroy it for the purpose to
save this planet.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
Lunatic!!!! Who are your friend
PREACHER
RUCKUS HOWLINGS and SAMUEL MATHESSON.
COLONEL WINTHREP
SAMUEL MATHESSON … PROFESSOR
SAMUEL MATHESSON .My God. His the one of the
Scientists who invent this bombs

and he knows how to activate it.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
Don’t waste my time! Where are
them?
PREACHER
As I have told you before…….
In the second Dimension, the ALIEN whisper to THE
GENERAL.
ALIEN
Punch him again. You don’t want
to get fired don’t you?
GENERAL HARRAWAY punches the PREACHER again.
THE TRUTH (Appears on the screen)
INT-Transportation ship- Space
RUCKUS sits on the bench. RUCKUS is spot by one of the
ALIEN that think RUCKUS is his colleague.
ALIEN
BASKER! So you got a good one very

fast, uh! This one brings me to
number 1434 to date. What’s yours?
RUCKUS is silent.
RUCKUS
I can’t remember.
ALIEN
What! You can’t remember? You always
talk about it every time we go and
came back!
RUCKUS
I am sorry. I am too tired.
RUCKUS turns his face away. The ALIEN looks at RUCKUS
angrily and suspiciously
INT.mother ship-LANDING BAY-Space
Each of the ALIENS is checked one by one. RUCKUS passes
the checkpoint and immediately proceeds to the Engine
Room. The ALIEN from the transportation ship follows
RUCKUS.
INT.MOTHERSHIP LEVEL 4-SPACE

RUCKUS lays down the human he carries on a corner.
RUCKUS spots the ALIEN that follows him.
ALIEN
BASKER! Why did you put this human
here? You suppose to send it to the
Chamber.
RUCKUS is silent.
ALIEN
What is my name?
RUCKUS still didn’t say anything.
ALIEN
You are not BASKER. You are that
traitor they are trying to find.
Now, this is my chance to make
The Master proud of me!
RUCKUS
Stay away from me.

The Alien takes out his whip and hits RUCKUS with it.
RUCKUS cries in pain. The device from his wrist falls down
and rolls away to the edge of the bridge. RUCKUS jumps
toward the human body and takes out the bag that contains
the bombs. The ALIEN whips again and snags the bag from
RUCKUS’S hand.
ALIEN
You want this? Come and get it.
The ALIEN hits RUCKUS again.
ALIEN
That one is for BASKER! Where ever
you sent him to.
The ALIEN tries to hit him again but this time RUCKUS
manages to get the grip of the whip. RUCKUS pulls the whip
and the ALIEN lost his balance and heads toward RUCKUS.
RUCKUS takes out his knife and stabs the ALIEN. Green
bloods come out from his belly. The ALIEN cries. The ALIEN
body fall toward RUCKUS and they both roll over to the
edge of the bridge where the device is located. The ALIEN
strangled RUCKUS neck and at the same time RUCKUS right
hand grabs the device. RUCKUS kicks the ALIEN with his
right knee and the ALIEN is thrown away from the bridge
and falls into the combustion chamber underneath and is
burn to death. RUCKUS stands up and walks towards the
bags and picks it up.
RUCKUS
Well, that’s does it. Two live

being in one day.
RUCKUS belly bleeds. RUCKUS walks toward the Engine
room.
INT.MOTHERSHIP ENGINE ROOM-NIGHT
PROFESSOR
What happen to you?
RUCKUS
You don’t want to know.
PROFESSOR
You’ve got it?
RUCKUS
Yes. We have no time PROFESSOR. They
are searching for us.
PROFESSOR
I know. How’s HEMEN?
RUCKUS
He didn’t make it.

The PROFESSOR stares at RUCKUS and shakes his head.
RUCKUS gives the PROFESSOR one of the bombs.
INT.Mother ship Bridge – Space
SEFFEN
Found the trooper?
DIOS
Negative, Master.
SEFFEN
Well, we all now in trouble.
SEFFEN receives a call from a device of his wrist.
.
SEFFEN
You are here already. Excellence.
DIOS! Take the bridge. I have
something to do.
SEFFEN heads toward the engine room.
EXT.CHANNEL EIGHT TV STATION NEWSROOM-DAY

ZOOM IN TO THE NEWSCASTER SET.
CAMERA SHOOT IN.
ON TV SCREEN appears REDDY SMITH. Music. On left side
appears “ EXCLUSIVE:- WILL THERE BE WAR? “
REDDY SMITH
Sorry to interrupt the Prime Program.
The government of The Western Alliances
have received the evidence on what it
have claim before. The video you are about
to see here is shocking where the Head
of The Eastern Alliances himself. Mr.
KARKI was seen receiving the bombs from
a man, which is now being arrested by
The Western Alliances Intelligence
Official. This video was taken eight
hours after the bombs was stolen on
undisclosed place

A VIDEO shows THE PREACHER opens a case with the
bombs from his Jeep boot. KARKI gives THE PREACHER a
suitcase. THE PREACHER opens in and it shows money in it.
They both shakes hand a leave the Parking lot.
THE CAMERA ZOOM BACK to REDDY SMITH.
REDDY SMITH
The Intelligence Office also has
Release us the video of confession
made by the man that we have seen
exchange the bombs to KARKI. The
man is identify as HEMEN WELCH, A
PREACHER, in the Hope Spiritual
Center.
THE VIDEO ZOOM to THE PREACHER face.
INTERROGATOR
How did you contact KARKI?
THE PREACHER
I call him myself and we
discussed about the deal. He

agreed about it and then I
made the arrangement.
INTERROGATOR
What he said he is going to
do with the bombs?
THE PREACHER
He will send it to his President
and his President will demand the
Western Alliances to bow to them.
INTERROGATOR
How much did he give you?
THE PREACHER
One million dollar. I already gave
it to the needy and the poor.
INTERROGATOR
Why are you doing this?
THE PREACHER

I hate this government….
The VIDEO cuts off and the Image of KARKI surround by
reporters appear.
KARKI
I deny I was the man in the video clip.
This is conspiracy made by the Western
Alliances against us.
CAMERA ZOOM back to REDDY SMITH.
REDDY SMITH
THE PRESIDENT have made a brief
Statement on this.
The Video shows the PRESIDENT stands on the rostrum.
THE PRESIDENT
The evidence is there. It has put our
Government in a difficult situation.
We have no other choice. All I need
from you all now is patience and

Calm. Thank you.
INT.MOTHERSHIP SEFFEN ROOM-SPACE
THE PROFESSOR hold the bombs and open its casing.
RUCKUS
We have to hurry PROFESSOR. We have
no time.
PROFESSOR
Calm down RUCKUS. I know what I am
doing.
The PROFESSOR takes out a small piece of paper that
contain the activation codes.
RUCKUS
After this, how are we are going to
get out from here?
PROFESSOR
I have programmed one of the
Alien transportation Ship for the

Escape .It is ready to go after
we finish this. That is the
last code. The bomb is going
to explode in 30 minutes.
RUCKUS
Give me the bomb PROFESSOR.
RUCKUS snatches the bomb from the PROFESSOR hand
together with the paper with the codes number. The
PROFESSOR stunned. He remembers the image of memory
on the scene when here wife start to fall from the cliff. He
remembers the number that he dreams before.
PROFESSOR
RUCKUS, what is your room number
again ?.
RUCKUS
Room numbers what? Sixty-four.
We don’t have time for this.
PROFESSOR
If yours are sixty-four, mine will

be sixty-five or sixty six.
The PROFESSOR pushes one of the buttons of the panel and
type number sixty-five. Appear on the screen is The
PREACHER database. The PROFESSOR press the buttons to
the date THE PREACHER received the book. It shows in the
screen the man who gave the book to The PREACHER is not
the PROFESSOR but RUCKUS instead. He presses the button
again and types number sixty-three. Appear on the screen is
an image of GEENA moving backward to the edge of the
cliff. A hands grab her leg and she fell. The image of the
man with the hands appears and it was RUCKUS. The
PROFESSOR looks toward RUCKUS
PROFESSOR
It was all planned. To bring me
here to activates the bomb.
RUCKUS
What? What are you are talking
about?
SEFFEN enters the room.
SEFFEN
You finally got it, PROFESSSOR.
PROFESSOR
It is impossible.

SEFFEN
It is happening. Welcome to my
ship PROFESSOR SAMUEL MATHESSON
and Mr. RUCKUS HOWLING. Well
I think you have done some
tour at you own initiatives. I’m
impressed. You are the first human
being who manages to enter this ship,
alive. It is all because of the book.
This book was written by some
one, which I don’t know whom
a long-long time ago. Remember the
last page that is missing? That is
the page that shows how this
device is created. The book was
deliberately given to you and you
are smart enough to follow it and

create a Dimension portal together
with the wrist device that brought
you here. And now, you have bring
me something that I really one.
A result from human being stupidity.
Stupid enough to destroy your own
Planet. Yes, following to the rule,
the rule that the “FORCE” allows,
I can only destroy your planet through
something that human being created
as the result from their own weakness.
The obsession of power. Thinking that
their races can control each other
by the bombs they owned. Now I will
use it back to destroy your
Planet. MR.RUCKUS… gives me the bombs.
PROFESSOR

No, RUCKUS.
The PROFESSOR takes out the gun from RUCKUS’S bag and
point toward RUCKUS.
RUCKUS
What are you doing ? You can’t shoot me. The bullets are
with me.
Ruckus opens his right hand and shows the bullets. RUCKUS
smiles. THE PROFESSOR pulls the trigger that only produces
a sound of a clip.
RUCKUS walks toward SEFFEN and bends his knees and
gives all the bombs to SEFFEN.
SEFFEN
Raise, RUCKUS. Show us who you really are.
By using his finger, RUCKUS point out from the middle of his
head to his abdomen. His ripped into halves and a face and
body of an Alien appears.
SEFFEN
That is the real RUCKUS. He is
actually one of my secret armies
who will do my secret operation.
Even my first Commanding Officer

doesn’t know about this. Everything
was planned. To use your
intelligence to activates this bomb
and bring it to me. RUCKUS not only
bringing one bomb but he brings
another three. That’s enough to
destroy your planet and the
human races inside it.
PROFESSOR
But you don’t have the codes of the
other bombs.
RUCKUS raises his left hand and shows the small paper with
the codes to the PROFESSOR. RUCKUS deactivated the
bomb .The PROFESSOR shakes his head.
PROFESSOR
What I have done?
The Professor kneels down.
SEFFEN

Yes, blame it on yourself. Because
the only faith that you have to
destroy me is by these stupid
tiny things. That is your weakness.
Thinking that all your problem can
be solve by these bombs?
You just like the same people you
have down there. Without giving the
faith to the “FORCE”. He is the only
one that can save you. But no!
You choose the bombs instead. So
be it. TEMRI chain this stupid
human.
RUCKUS grabs the PROFESSOR. A roll of chains comes out
from RUCKUS hand. RUCKUS chains THE PROFESSOR down
on the floor.
SEFFEN
PROFESSOR, I want you to witness yourselves

the result of your stupidity. TEMRI, prepare
to launch the gunners.
RUCKUS
Yes, Master
RUCKUS takes the bombs and put inside the each rocket
capsules. RUCKUS put the capsules inside the Gunner.
RUCKUS then points the gunner to four coordinates of the
planet.
SEFFEN
TEMRI, is everything ready.
RUCKUS
Yes, Master. Both four Rockets
set on coordinate xcd3, ajk5, rts7
and BTL 10.Target locked, Master.
SEFFEN
Professor, allow me to explain to you
what we are trying to do here. Coordinate
XCD3 is for the quadrant, AJK 5 is on the
eastern part ,RTS7 is on the north

and BTL 10 is on the southern part
of your planet. A perfect point to
suck every source of energy. Don’t worry.
We are not going to blow up your planet
We just want to desert it. Just what we
have done with the other planet in this
Solar system.
SEFFEN raises his hands and creates a screen. The screen
shows all the other nine planets.
SEFFEN
All of these planets once live billions of
human beings. We have taken some of them
into the ship and while others we just live
them to die when we hit the beam. Just what
we are going to do to your planet after this.
Your planet is the second last planet and
this is the last system we have entered.

The energy that we are going to get
here is to be used to move this ship toward
our next destination.
SEFFEN close the screen.
SEFFEN
So, now your know, your are going to
be responsible to the death of millions of
people in your planet. And not only you that
is to be blame but also the Leaders of
your planet. I think by now they are arranging
to launch their war heads toward each other.
When this happened, I will also send the beam
to the four coordinates. So, when some of
them who are lucky enough to survive will
blame each other for the destruction of the
planet without knowing there is a third party
involve. That is the whole plan. The tricks

is to show that we never exist.
SEFFEN gives out the order.
SEFFEN
TEMRI launch the rockets.
RUCKUS
Yes, Master
Ruckus presses the launch button. Both four-missile head
blast out from the launch panel and heads toward the
planet in four different directions..
THE HUMAN MISTAKES (Appears on the screen)
INT. THE EASTERN ALLIANCE PRESIDENT ROOM-DAY
The door opens with two army personal walks with KARKI in
their custody. PRESIDENT LUUKU, have a fair skin with his
military attire, sits on his chairs. Besides him is LONJ DA, a
short person stands with a file on his hand.
KARKI
I did not do it ! I was framed !
PRESIDENT LUUKU
Did you realized what you have
done to your nation ? You have

humiliate us.
KARKI kneels on his feet
KARKI
I swear I did not do it. I was
in another place at that time
LONJ DA
We found there is ten million
Dollars bank in your account
LONJ DA throws the Bank Statement to KARKI face.
KARKI picks it up and read it
KARKI
I didn’t put in this money.
Somebody did it !
PRESIDENT LUUKU
You still want to defense yourselves.
take this traitor out and executes him
in front of the public !

KARKI
Please ! Please ! No!
The ARMY PERSONNAL drags KARKI out of the room.
LONJ DA
Sir, our intelligence said that they would
launch the bomb ten minutes from now. I
think we better launch ours first.
PRESIDENT LUUKU
But what about our people they have taken
into their custody in their part of the world ?
LONJ DA
They have to be sacrifice, Sir.
LONJ DA picks up the phone and gives it to PRESIDENT
LUUKU,
LONJ DA
Please, Sir. It’s for our pride and nation.
PRESIDENT LUUKU silent. In the second dimension,
PRESIDENT LUUKU ALIEN whisper to him.

PRESIDENT LUUKU ALIEN
Do it. Don’t give them a chance
PRESIDENT LUUKU takes the phone from LONJ DA hands.
PRESIDENT LUUKU
Fire !
INT. EASTERN ALLIANCE NUCLEAR BATTLE STATIONS-DAY
An officer gives out the order.
OFFICER
Fire !
A TECHNICAN hits the launch button.
A ROCKET BURST OUT FROM THE BATTLE STATIONS
LAUNCH TUNNEL.
INT. WESTERN ALLIANCE NUCLEAR BATTLE STATIONS-DAY
The radars show the movement of THE EASTERN ALLIANCE
Rockets.
RADAR MAN
Sir ! One warheads have been launch from
The east heading toward the Capital.

GENERAL ZACK
Call The President now !
INT. THE WESTERN ALLIANCE PRESIDENT ROOM-DAY
THE PRESIDENT, ALEX MOUNT, THE DEFENCE MINISTER,
GENERAL
HARRAWAY, colonel hutchinson and two Secret Services
personal are inside the room. COLONEL HUTCHINSON holds
the
phone on his hand.
COLONEL HUTCHINSON
MR. PRESIDENT our enemy had launch one
missiles one minute ago.
THE PRESIDENT looks at every one.
THE PRESIDENT
Launch ours.
COLONEL HUTCHINSON
Fire!
INT. WESTERN ALLIANCE NUCLEAR BATTLE STATIONS-DAY
GENERAL ZACK gives out the order.

GENERAL ZACK
Fire!
A TECHNICAN hits the launch button.
A ROCKET BURST OUT FROM THE LAUNCH PAD
INT. THE WESTERN ALLIANCE PRESIDENT ROOM-DAY
One of the two Secret Services personal holds THE
PRESIDENT elbow.
SECRET SERVICE MAN
We have to bring you to the bunker right
away ,Sir.
THE PRESIDENT nods his head.
GENERAL HARRAWAY stares at THE DEFENCE MINISTER.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
Is this real ?
THE MINISTER silent and bow his head.
They all take the exit.
INT. SPIRITUAL CENTER-NIGHT

COLONEL WINTHREP presses THE PREACHER face with his
right hand.
GENERAL HARRAWAY
For the last time, where is the
bombs?
The roof of the Spiritual Center breaks into pieces and
allows the missile passing through. When it reaches the
bottom three landing legs purge from the missile and slowly
lands in front of the GENERAL and the PREACHER.
PREACHER
There are your bombs.
The bomb explode.
EXT.AJK5 EASTERN PART OF THE PLANET-DAY
The missile lands on the top of the ancient temple in a hot
climate.
EXT.RTS7 NORTHERN PART OF THE PLANET-NIGHT
The missiles land on iced fields.
EXT.BTL 10 SOUTHERN PART OF THE PLANET-NIGHT.
The missile lands on the top of a mountain.
EXT.MOTHERSHIP-SPACE

On the screen show the movement of the two missiles.
RUCKUS
Master, both missiles from the planets
have been launch. Touch down in five
Centrins.
SEFFEN
PROFESSOR, witness what I have mentioned
earlier that they had launch the bombs.
EXT.WESTERN ALLIANCES CAPITAL-DAY
The missile heads toward the city and explode. It creates a
bright light.
EXT-EASTERN PRESIDENTIAL PALACE CAPITAL-DAY
The missile hits the building. It creates a bright light.
INT.MOTHERSHIP-SPACE
RUCKUS hits the beam button. Four read beams splash out
heading toward the four coordinated and hits the missile.
INT.SPIRITUAL CENTER-DAY

It creates a bright light and burn THE GENERAL , THE
PROFESSOR, the ARMIES and the energy is suck into the
missile and transferred back to the mother ship.
EXT.UNIVERSITY-DAY
People on the street, Children in the Nursery, Students in
the lecture hall, people in the office all are burn down. The
people cry in pain.
EXT.AJK5 EASTERN PART OF THE PLANET-DAY
Farmers working in the fields, Fisherman on a boat ,
children playing on the roads all are burn down and the
energy is suck back into the missile.
EXT.RTS7 NORTHERN PART OF THE PLANET-NIGHT
The iced Glazier, the village, the animals all are burn down
and the energy are suck back into the missile.
EXT.BTL 10 SOUTHERN PART OF THE PLANET-NIGHT.
The mountains, the rivers and the people in the village all
are burn down and the energy is suck back into the missile.
EXT.MOTHER SHIP-SPACE
The red beam goes back into the ship through the Gunner.
INT.MOTHER SHIP ENGINEERING ROOM -SPACE
The energy beam up the engine with full power. The power
indicator rise up to maximum. All the humans in the pod
cries in agony. THE ALIENS shout for victory.

THE BEAM STOP.
EXT.THE SPIRITUAL CENTRE, THE UNIVERSITY AND THE
TOWN
Deserted. Silent. Wind blows.
EXT.AJK5 EASTERN PART OF THE PLANET-DAY
Deserted. Silent. Wind blows.
EXT-RTS7 NORTHERN PART OF THE PLANET-NIGHT
Deserted. Silent. Wind blows.
EXT-BTL 10 SOUTHERN PART OF THE PLANET-NIGHT.
Deserted. Silent. Wind blows.
INT. MOTHER SHIP –BATTLE STATIONS, QUARTERS,
LANDING BAY
The Aliens in the shout for victory
INT-MOTHERSHIP-ENGINE ROOM-SPACE
SEFFEN
Mission accomplished. You see
PROFESSOR like I have told you,
I am not going to blow up your

planet, I just want to destroy
what is in it. Well, TEMRI
bring the PROFESSOR to the burning
chamber and put him beside his wife
so that they can share the pain
together. Isn’t that romantic?
RUCKUS opens the chain and drag the PROFESSOR toward
the burning chamber.
RUCKUS
Remember the word you use to say to me
How was the tour? Ready to face the
real world? Now is your turn !
THE NEXT MISSION (Appears on the screen)
SEFFEN sits on his commanding chair.
SEFFEN
Well DIOS, what is our next target?
DIOS

Coordinate 5674E. 1 Centrons from now.
SEFFEN
Coordinate 5674E.
The screen zooms to a blue planet.
SEFFEN
Planet Earth. This is interesting.
Our last planet.
SEFFEN turns his head to the audience.
SEFFEN
Remember, once you get out from this room,
it’s not going to be the same anymore.
Watch your back!
SEFFEN turn his head back to the screen.
ZOOM OUT from the bridge.
ZOOM IN to the burning chamber. The PROFESSOR and
GEENA cry in pain.
THE END
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